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Three Items 

JOANNA FIOUCCIA 

Camera 

In an anteroom to her studio, Patricia Treib keeps 
many well-ordered drawers. Inside are hanging 
folders of art reproductions, albums of photo
graphs, old magazine cuttings, and flat files of 
painted sketches, layered with interleaving 
papers like a milkfeuille. Among them is a snap
shot of a young man standing on a bridge with his 
hand on his hip, a tan raincoat looped over his 
arm. Treib shows me the photo, not to remark on 
her memory of the man or the composition, but 
instead to point out the lozenge formed where 
his arm meets his waist, beyond which lies a 
green lawn (fig. 1). We pass our vision through 
him like thread through a needle; it stitches us to 
the scene. Or it binds us to him, this bubble of 
ground that rises up as we bend our attention to 
it. Seeing, suggests the emblem of the armhole
eye, might be just precisely this fusion of conse
quential forms and seemingly inconsequential 
atmosphere-seeing, that is, before recognition 
has parsed the figure from the ground and given 
only one of these a body worth remembering. 

Treib's paintings are populated by unname
able and idiosyncratic shapes. They take as their 
point of departure both still lifes arranged in her 
studio and two-dimensional images, the same that 
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live in her drawers. Her source repertoire is 
restrained, with the same compositions recurring 
across multiple paintings, but also sundry. It 
includes a glass clock once belonging to her 
father; a detail from Piero della Francesca's The 

Legend of the True Cross (1452-66), a fresco cycle 
in the Basilica di San Francesco in Arezzo, Italy; a 
portion of a religious icon; a vintage dress pattern; 
and three cameras arranged on a surface. The 
cameras make for particularly canny subjects, not 
least because of the camera's putative "this-will
kill-that" agon with painting. In fact, it is less pho
tography's threat to painting that Treib scrutinizes 
than its modernist model: the notion that the pic
ture is a view held fast by an eye and projected 
onto a surface. The camera does not need to name 
its subjects; it simply registers them in one exact 
moment. Yet if photography promises to return us 
to that moment-a promise multiplied by the glut 
of digital pictures today into a fantasy of omnipres
ence and total recall-Treib's gambit is to offer a 
different means of reseeing. She does this by 
insisting on the ways in which we simply don't 
operate like cameras. Her paintings are deliberate 
where the snapshot is casual, bodily where it is 
cyclopic, and temporal where it is instantaneous. 
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Jn .2013 Treib beg,rn to work from a still life
of rw'O refler c.imem positioned alongside a
poinr-lnd-shoot, disrilling this arrangement into 

a configuntion of shapes (fig. 2). The cameras
m disco\'enble enough once you know what
to look for. a squidgy, canoonish figure striking

speakers, the melody of the phrase recognizable 

even though it hasn't given up its meaning.
Whatever knell these devices once tolled for
painting, the cameras are now antiquated, con
signed to the past, while painting continues to
generate new images. 

a di�ona.l (the telephoto lens); a calligraphic
boundary line surrounding a field of translucent�olor (tbe camera strap); and a prism puckeredl,ke an open book near a rectangle with rounded
;dges (the point-and-shoot, still in its case). Thegures repeat across more than a do . ings thou h h . zen pamt-
take� on :ewe

::,�;�� the comp_osit�onal phrase
s.ime form • h be g: 3). �lie literally: themrg t a milk a b . m.1lachite-green • h y m er in one work . rn anot d 'in a third. To read th �r, an velvety black of paintings is som th

e�e �ures across the set.d. e tng I k 1· , ,om in a foreign Ian a , e istening to angu ge repeated b d"ffi Y I erent
FIG 2 Came,, as, 2013 

Treib's palette shifts boldly-not just across
the works, but within each composition. Inky
blue-black sits across from swimming-pool blue;
a searingly bright yellow is stitched in place by a
single black stroke that laps its edge. Some are 

titled straightforwardly, Aperture (2015) or Straps

(2015), while others go by the more oblique 

Ensemble (2016) or Gathers (2017)-titles wh�se 

noun-verb oscillation suggests the equivocation
of the forms themselves, as they teeter between 
sh d • d betweenape, contour, and surroun ings, an hP • • . . h I n t is bot ure painting and st,111,fe. Eac e eme . . 
d fi • d wrth rtse n,te and suspended in a tense ance 

' gouache and Watercolor on fc ound paper, 32 x 23.5 cm (12 ¼ x 9 ¼ rn.)
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neighbors. The result recalls Maurice Merleau
Ponty's observation from his essay •Eye and 
Mind": "When through the water's thickness 
I see 1he tiled bonom or the pool, I do not see 
ii despi1e the waler and the reflcc1ions; I see it 
through them and be�use or 1hem."1 The inter
dependence orTreib's forms delivers this lesson 
about vision: namely, tha1 looking is not about 
parsing one 1hing from ,1no1her, but recognizing 
1heir relations. Which is be�use their relations 
change JS our posi1ion does. Which is because 
we share the ume space. The opposition or neg
a1ive to positive space, like the inversion or values 
in the photographic printing process, hu little 
bearing in paintings that seek to deliver this expe
rience orlooking. This experience aims not al 1he 
euct vision or an object, but rather at the means 
by which we know it-through proprioception JS 

much as perception. 
Treib has marshaled modernism's strongest 

teachings to the usk: Ceunne's wobbly contour 

to activate boundaries that belong neither to 
objects nor to space, Matisse's use or the propor
tion and intensity of color to produce spatial 
effects, and Frankenthaler's staining to wed form 
and atmosphere. But one could equally look to the 

work of the generation that preceded and taught 
Treib, from Amy Sillman's orchestration of idio

syncratic shapes that seem alien yet corporeal, 
like a limb after it has fallen asleep, to Charline 
von Heyl's delaminated compositions, which 

stoke a constant combat of figure and ground. 
Treib assimilates these lessons into something 
rarefied and poised. Even the nerviest works pro
duce a magisterial calm. Matisse, in a much

maligned phrase that all but assured his disaffilia
tion from the avant-garde, once stated that he 
wanted to make paintings that would soothe the 
mind of the businessman or so-called mental 
worker "like a good armchair." It has taken more 
than a century to hear in this wish something 
other than its class attachments-namely, that as 

the capitalization of our attention by contempo

rary media has turned most of us into mental 
workers (no matter our day jobs), art's role in 
counterbalancing this labor takes on new signifi
cance. Digital pictures leave us crouched over tiny 

screens, executing that boring dance of one finger 
wagging. But Treib's paintings receive us whole. 

FIG 3 Det.1ils of Pivot, 2018, oil on canvas, 188 x 142 cm (74 • 56 in.) 

and Gathers /I, 2017, oil on canvas, 183 • 137 cm (72 • 54 in.) 
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Fie 4 I'\ 

Clock

fl. d and pleated like a ribbon· a • 
ippe , giant bl 

blot can be broken by th_e fluttering motion 
lie 

b h weaving through It. Just as the v·b 
or 

irus . h 
. . I rato 

ngement of forms m er paintings inv ._ ry am 
d h . ��� 

lat ion of the bo y to w at It sees, these e 
rt f 

• 
h 

stroke 
gest a mode o seeing t rough conta . s sug 

bl" d I 
ct With

the world, like the m scu ptor described
Roger de Piles, whose eyes �ere at the tips art

fingers. (The image returns m the curious treatise
on sculpture written by Johann Gottfried Herd 

h 
. . er, 

who describes . 
ow a viewer circ�mambulates a

sculpture, seeking to convert h,s eye into his
hind and his soul into an even finer finger so that
he might "grasp the image that arose from the arm
and the soul of the artist. ••• His soul spea ks to it
not as if his soul sees, but as if it touches, as if i;
feels."1) Treib thins her paints slightly so that they 

appear saturated yet translucent, and this gives
her forms neither the solidity of still life nor the 
atmospherics of landscape. Instead of imagining 
that you might manipulate these figures or trans
port yourself into their midst, you are enjoined to 
follow the movements that produced them-the 
hand that wimpled or smoothed a shape, just as 
the body might sculpt a bed sheet. 

The sheets referenced by Treib's paintings, 
however, belong not to beds, but to sketchbooks. 
Their off-white grounds suggest the small rectan
gles of paper on which Treib first works out her 
compositions, developing them sometimes over 

� 

the course of years. The same composition can 
serve numerous works, which as a result share a
sibling relationship, differing in their palettes, the
subtle inflections of their features ( the swelling
of the fiddlehead form from Chime [ 2018) in
Patina II [ 2019]; fig. 4 ), or the expression of their
elements ( the transformation of the fluted shape 

in Asturian II [2017]; page 27; into something
resembling Hebrew pseudoscript in Glint JI
[io,9]; page 43). Because she rarely hangs works

uet.i,ls of Ch. 
� d

m1e, lo 8 • n Patina II, 201 . I 'o,I on canvas 18 9, o,I on ca ' 3 x 137 cm (72 x 54 in )nvas l88 ' x 142 cm (74 x 56 in.)
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th.it sh.ire the same source close to one .inother, 
these resembl.inces might at first elude the 
viewer. An .ipp.irent automatism at the level of 
production carries into .in automatism .it the level 
of reception. In this mode, paintings appear like 
echoing phrases or, as the artist suggests, like 
.ifierimages, their tones inverted and vibrating on 
.i new surface. 

Seriality is surely not the name for it. Nor is 
repetition. Counterintuitively, for an artist whose 
work seems to militate against the habituation of 
vision, the word might be "habit." Habit, accord
ing to the philosopher Elizabeth Grosz, is the site 
of integration with the environment; it not only 
demonstrates our internal natures (we are "crea
tures of habit"), but also shows how we have 
internalized the world outside of us or accommo
dated ourselves to it. Because of this interplay of 
assimilation and adaptation, habit is equal parts a 
consolidation of our past and a dynamic prepara
tion for our next act. Habit, Grosz writes, is 
"change contracted, compressed, contained. It 

remains there as possible or potential action even 
when the change which brought it about ceases. 
It anticipates a possible change. It is, in other 
words, a potentiality, a possibility, a virtual mode 
of addressing a future change."l Habits are not 
calcifications, as we might suppose, but some
thing far more pliable. Habits are renewable; hab
its refresh. For Henri Bergson, who is Grosz's 
touch point here, the habit is one means by which 
the past revitalizes itself, manifests itself, survives 
in the present, and actualizes itself there. 
(Recollection is the other.) Habit might be the 
body's timepiece. 

The cardinal reference for Treib's relation
ship to time is nevertheless not Bergson but 
Marcel Proust, for whom the utility of time's con
traction lay less in economizing a new action than 
retrieving a past one. Treib's interest in unname
able forms and contingent phenomena finds an 
echo in Proust's involuntary memory, which holds 
that only the margins of experience-necessarily 
sensuous because they have never been distilled 

FIG 5 Anniversary Clock, 2017, gouache and watercolor on found paper, 32 • 24 cm (12 ½ • 9 ½ in.) 
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f he �rst ,ketch on paper, wh,c 
• hi.ell �ns rom t: 

I 
tnifht h>vt b«n made yun bcfo� the argc 

Is it any wonder, then, that amon l .
ning motifs are two clocks: one an

g
A rc,b•,recu . ' rt De 

b. ct whose face 1s mounted above a I co 
o 1e P anc 

• k glass· the other, a round-faced clock 
of 

pin , 
(fi 

capped
b an ornamental crown g. 5). Both ar f y . f h • ' � c roll\ 
L collection o t e artist s 1ather wh tne 

• h . 
' o had

Paired clocks during er childhood l . re . b. h' • h,,akes for a poignant 1ograp 1cal detail i m . , n Part
because the means by which father and dau h " • ,, Id 

g tcr
proPosed to keep time cou 

. 
not be more dif.

ferent. The broken clock submits to a sudden and
dramatic inversion of status. Whereas our tasks
were formerly measured by it-we were late . k . l . or 
early, slow or qu1c m re auon to that clock-
now we see the object in all its contingency, hav
ing lost its privileged relationship to the quantity 

it meted out.

. . 
me d,y ,be canvas was la,d out on the

���� • 

ftoor. Tht ltg,1>ility of the painting's producuon

is all()(htt contnction: n>mely, the brushstrokcs,
through which one ean almost reconstruct
1�1,•, mO\-cmcnts over the canvu, each one as 
pmicuhr as the way someone picks up a glass or 
lits in a chair. The conveyance of perception is a 
third: namely, the full s�tiil and temporal situa
tion in v.iucb Treib beheld something-a fullness 
dw included her in it, and now similarly impli
ates the ,iewcr. 

A functioning timepiece makes pieces of
time, parsing it into minutes and seconds, and
assures that these pieces run forward, and only
forward, at a steady clip. The clock repairman 
returns the clock to this task, and to the utility 
that plunges the clock back below the surface of 
our awareness. The clock painter, on the other 
hand, does the opposite. She halts the clock's
action and draws it into view. Like the broken 
timepiece, the clock in her picture runs time 
together instead of piecing it apart. On its face, 
time spills laterally and slips backward.

Slee'Ve 

�� ct• (�o

h
13) (page 19) has no "face" to r- o -nett er the numbe demarcate the h 

rs and hands thatour, nor the d d metric features nor th 
or ere and sym-• ' e sense of 1 r • ,ng some sort or ex . p ane ,or inscrib-. press,ve co trrcgubr rccu .. ...1 f 
ntent. Instead an''6'e o muted ' center of the compo . . 

peach occupies thed b Sitton 5 d . an elow by bulbous b 
' an w1ched abovelu e forms Ma k. • r tngs

dance across its surface and their continuation in
the yellow and eggshell planes on either side ofit
sugg_ests its transparency. There is nevertheless
the idea of a portrait here a front-facing head
divided down the center

I 

like Matisse's 19°5
?reen Stripe (a portrait of the painter's wife cred-tted

.' 
famously, with undermining portraiture:s

pro1ect of expression through its sheer chromattc
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lunacy). In Glass Clock, the vivid planes of color 

that flank the muted clock face press forward,

subverting the division between the significant

surface of the timepiece and the blank ground. 

Instead of tracking the regular progress of the

clock hands, our eye flits around the canvas. This

circulation of the eye returns us to the problem

of negative space in a painting. It is worth noting

that the contrary of negative space in sculpture is

not positive space, but mus. In the body of the 

painting, however, everything coheres: both a 
clock and the atmosphere surrounding it are pig
ment on a flat surface. Illusions aside, everything 
in painting in fact exists simultaneously in view 
and on the same plane. 

The Mobile SleeTJt (green) (1013) (fig. 6) is an 
early example of Treib's interest in this theme: a 
paper oddment covered in soft green pastel and 
loosely collaged onto a page, like a dress pattern 
pinned to a wall. The mobility in question is both 
self-evident-the paper can be displaced, even 

ruffied by a breeze-and ironic. For should not 
all sleeves be mobile, moved this way and that by 
the arm inside of them? All sleeves, that is, except 
the painted ones, which stay still precisely 
because they have a role to play in the service of 
an illusion of solidity. A painted sleeve calls upon 
the viewer to imagine the continuity of the body 
underneath it, running from the bared hand to 
the neck. Of course, no underlying body exists. 
The painted sleeve is therefore a figure for figu
rative painting itself: a colorful swath of fabric 
that is credited with containing a body. 

"It is well to remember," Maurice Denis once 
pronounced, "that a picture-before being a bat
tle horse, a nude woman, or some anecdote-is 
essentially a plane surface covered with colors 
assembled in a certain order."5 In the context of 
his fellow Nabis (a group of Post-Impressionist 
painters that included �douard Vuillard, one of 
Treib's touchstones), Denis's phrase was no sim
ple bellwether of abstraction. It evokes the heaps 

FIG 6 The Mobile Sleroe (green), 2013, pastel and collage on paper, 40 " 30 cm (15 ¾ " II¾ in.) 
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A number of Treib 's f)Jintings pby upon this 
homology of clothing and painting. Hem (2015),Pim (101;), Enfold (2017), ind Skirt (2017) reference tll'O sources, almost as different as can be. The 6nt is a photomonuge from 77zt Vogue Se'IJ)ing

� ��- 7) fe�ng the •mobile sleeve," whose 
.[

escri
]hon

poon seems to encompJSS all sleeve types:I Jnd SNnnv I d lei ffi . rr1 or ong an s nny trim and e cient or flowin ' 
wrist• Three. g generously from a gathered• images of women h to show ·ng1 

' eac one croppedas, e arm and a tnte the look. Th d
port,on of torso, illus-.. e SCcon sleev detail in Tbt '-enJ ,r L -

e comes from a
• 

... 6, 0J l,,cTrueCros (fi pane/ IJl question like! 
1 g. 8). In the • ' Y executed b p· , tant Giovanni da Pie y iero s assis-h • . monte two h . 

w o u being interrogated b ft 
men oist a third ,ya ourth figure fi , rom

r1e 7 Tl,t Vogue Ser.,. 

a well. The interrogation will eventually force this 
unhappy third, one "Judas the Jew," to divulge the 
location of the true cross ( which, according to 
legend, had been hidden following the crucifix
ion). One of the hoisters wears a curious capelet 
from which drapes an empty arm of fabric, which 
resembles nothing so much as a giant pointing fin
ger indicating the very ground beneath them. Like 
the Vogue sleeves, this detail is a fragment in an 
unrecoverable whole, one that substantiates but 
never substitutes itself for the whole. 

In The legend of the True Cross, the empty 
sleeve appears like a mutation or a mistake; the 
mind stutters, trying to make sense ofit. Treib has 
met this strangeness by drawing out the sp�ce 
between the hoister's body and the free-hanging 
sleeve (fig. 9). That shape which looks some·
h' ' ft ing like a musical note runs the full height 0 

the canvas. All the other forms in the work sidle 

fie 8 Piero D II mg Book by p • . e � FDncesc d . �tnc,� Perry ( d" �. et�1l fro 77, e rtor) p 8 b . m t ltgtnd 0r1h 
7i ' • 2 1• pu fished 1970 by Vogue Patterns i e rue Cross B ·1· -66• a5, •c� of San Francesco, Arezzo, c. 14P 
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up to it, recasting the body of the Ltgtnd as a 
group of glyphs: signs for the body, or rather, for 
"fat the body wears. By simultaneously signing 
this body and bodying the space around it, Treib 
sets out a vision of the fresco as something whose 
significance lies in the crossing of forms on the 
surface, rather than in the meanings embedded in 
their symbols. The "true cross" is not buried, as 
in the legend, but sits right on the surface. 

1 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, "Eye and Mind," Maurice 

Merk.2u-Ponty: Basic Writing!, ed. Thomas Baldwin (London 
and New York: Routledge, 2004), 313. 

2 Johann Gottfried Herder, Sculpture: Some Obseroations 
on Shape and Form from Pygmalion's Creative Dream, ed. and 

trans. Jason Gaiger (Chicago and London: University of 
Chicago Press, 2002), 41. 

3 Elizabeth Grosz, "Habit Today: Ravaisson, Bergson, 

Deleuze and Us," &dy & Society vol. 19, nos. 2 & 3 (2013): 
220-221.

Trcib's piintings ;arc nonillegoricil. They 
uc not symbols of her inner sutc, ind they ;arc 
ccniinly not ironizing figures for the conscrip
tion o

_
f piin1in8 by cipiulism or its contemporiry 

mcininglessncss, or any other wiy that painting 
has been turned into a derca1cd sign of itself. But 
nor arc her works simply asscrtitions of the mite
rial fact of painting. If painting is, fint of all, an 
arrangement of colored forms on a plane surface, 
it is equally a record of that arrangement's contin
gency and specificity: the shifting relations of 
image and space, and time and the body, that fig
ure so centrally in her work. Trcib's work insists 
that these relations can be communicated without 
resorting to the totalizing logic of perspective or 
the illusion of buried coherence. And this is per
haps why they can be so grand without being 
domineering, and so intent on the relations of 
things without asserting their hierarchies. You are 
free to look, they say, and to discover how looking 
binds you to the world-not fast or fixedly, but 
continuously and changeably. One is put in mind 
of Philip Guston's reflections on Piero's Baptism 
of Christ. "[W]e are suspended between the 
order we see and an apprehension that everything 
may again move," he notes. "Is the painting a vast 
precaution to avoid total immobility, a wisdom 
which can include the partial doubt of the final 
destiny of its forms? It may be this doubt which 
moves and locates everything."6

4 Joe Fyfe, "Patricia Treib," &mb Magazine, issue 136 (July 
2016), https://bom bmagazine.org/ articles/patricia-treib/. 

5 This line is the opening remark of Denis's 1890 tract, 
"Definition of Neo-traditionalism," written when the 
painter was only twenty years old. Originally published in 
Art et critique (Paris), 23 and 30 August 1890, and repub
lished in Maurice Denis, Theories (Paris: Rouart et Watelin 
Editeurs, 1913), 1. 

6 Philip Guston, "Piero delta Francesca: The Impossibil
ity of Painting," Artnews (May 1965): 38. 

FIG 9 Armless Sleeve, 2010, oil on canvas, 167-5" 127 cm (66" 50 in.) 
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